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SOUTH DAKOTA – The 2017 Literary Classics International Book Award recipients have been announced.  Selected 

from submissions by entrants around the globe, these distinguished honorees are recognized for their contributions to the 

craft of writing, illustrating, and publishing exceptional literature for a youth audience.  In this highly competitive industry 

these books represent the foremost in literature in their respective categories. 
  
The competition this year was tremendous and we congratulate all honorees for their outstanding and inspiring work.  All 

Silver, Gold and Top Honors award recipients will be invited to attend a writers’ conference, awards ceremony, formal 

gala, and other related events in Rapid City, South Dakota, to be held in conjunction with the Great American Book 

Festival, Labor Day Weekend, 2017. 
  
The Literary Classics selection committee is proud to recognize this year’s titles in literature which exemplify the criteria 

set forth by the Literary Classics selection committee. 

 

Among the award recipients is Cheltenham author Stephan von Clinkerhoffen. It’s been a long haul since his Red Cross 

days helping Earthquake victims in Christchurch, New Zealand.  
  
2017 LITERARY CLASSICS TOP HONORS BOOK AWARDS 
   
BEST SERIES - HIGH SCHOOL - GOLD 
The Hidden City of Chelldrah-ham series 
Stephan von Clinkerhoffen 
Createspace 
  
INTERNATIONAL BOOK AWARDS 
  
MIDDLE SCHOOL 
  
GENERAL - GOLD 
The Hidden City of Chelldrah-ham: Stigs Flight of Encounters 
Stephan von Clinkerhoffen 
Createspace 
  
  
Literary Classics, an organization dedicated to furthering excellence in literature, takes great pride in its role to help 

promote classic literature which appeals to youth, while educating and encouraging positive values in the impressionable 

young minds of future generations.  Judging is based upon the criteria set forth by Literary Classics’ highly selective 

awards committee which honors books promoting character, vision, creativity and learning, through content which 

possesses key elements found in well-crafted literature. 
  
The Literary Classics judging committee is comprised of experts with backgrounds in publishing, writing, editing, design, 

illustration, and book reviewing.   To learn more about Literary Classics, visit their website at 

www.literaryclassicsawards.com. 
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